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KRZYSZTOF KRAUZE*, KRZYSZTOF KOTWICA*, PIOTR GRĄDKOWSKI**

DETERMINING CENTRE OF MASS OF WALKING DRAGLINE EXCAVATION SYSTEM

WYZNACZENIE ŚRODKA MASY KOPARKI ZGARNIAKOWEJ NA PODWOZIU KROCZĄCYM

The stability analysis of a processing machine, including a dragline excavator, involves determining 
its centre of mass analytically or empirically. Therefore, the centre of mass of Esz 6/45 walking excavator, 
which was to be modernised, needed to be located. Due to the lack of any technical documentation, it 
was necessary to conduct the stocktaking process fi rst and, subsequently, the centre of mass was searched 
analytically. Computing results and following conclusions allowed to maintain the excavator stability and 
formulate the requirements concerning the empirical research into the centre of mass.
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Ocena stateczności maszyny roboczej, a w tym również koparki zgarniakowej, związana jest z koniecz-
nością wyznaczenia, analitycznego lub empirycznego, jej środka masy. Problem ten należało rozwiązać 
w przypadku zgarniakowej koparki kroczącej Esz 6/45, która ma być poddana kompleksowej modernizacji, 
polegającej na wymianie układów napędowych (silniki elektryczne, przekładnie itp.) oraz innych newral-
gicznych jej podzespołów. Brak dokumentacji wymusił najpierw przeprowadzenie inwentaryzacji istnieją-
cej wersji koparki, a następnie poszukiwanie środka jejmasy na drodze analitycznej. Wykonane obmiary, 
przy wykorzystaniu pakietu do komputerowego wspomagania projektowania inżynierskiego, pozwoliły na 
zamodelowanie przedmiotowej koparki. Model ten był podstawą do analitycznego określenia położenia 
środka masy maszyny. Zamodelowanie i przeprowadzenie obliczeń dokonano dla jednego z ustawień 
koparki zarówno w pakiecie Inventor, jak też w pakiecie Excel. Ze względu na bardziej skomplikowane 
modelowanie w pakiecie Inventor (konieczność grafi cznego rozmieszczenia na rysunku przestrzennym 
poszczególnych komponentów) i porównywalność wyników z obydwu aplikacji, w dalszej fazie obliczeń 
wykorzystano tylko pakiet Excel. Obliczenia wykonano przy założeniu, że na wysięgniku podpięty jest 
czerpak wypełniony urobkiem, natomiast koparka opiera się na podstawie oporowej a płozy układu kro-
czenia są podniesione. Uzyskane wyniki zamieszczono w tabelach. Dla zachowania stateczności koparki, 
zarówno w fazie kroczenia, jak i w fazie pracy, istotne jest, aby środek masy maszyny znajdował się w obrysie 
rzutu stopy na płaszczyznę poziomą. Dlatego opracowano również model matematyczny, pozwalający na 
określenie dopuszczalnych kątów nachylenia podłoża, przy których koparka zachowuje stabilność. Na-
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stępnie, z wykorzystaniem programu PTC Mathcad 14, opracowano procedurę, która pozwoliła wyznaczyć, 
dla jakich kątów nachylenia podłużnego β i poprzecznego γ wypadkowy środek masy układu znajdzie się 
w zarysie elipsy, będącej rzutem stopy koparki na płaszczyznę poziomą. Przeprowadzona inwentaryzacja 
koparki, oraz wykorzystanie odpowiednich programów komputerowych umożliwiły określenie mas po-
szczególnych podzespołów. Natomiast opracowany analityczny model koparki umożliwił wyznaczenie 
środka masy dla różnych stanów pracy koparki oraz zakresy nachylenia granicznego. Model ten pozwala 
również na oszacowanie położenia środka masy po modernizacji koparki. Wyniki obliczeń oraz wynikające 
z tego wnioski pozwoliły na ustalenie warunków pracy umożliwiających zachowanie dotychczasowej 
stateczności koparki oraz ustalić wymagania odnośnie badań empirycznych środka masy.

Słowa kluczowe: koparka zgarniakowa, środek masy, stabilność, modelowanie, obliczenia analityczne

1. Introduction

The walking dragline excavator labelled Esz 6/45 by its manufacturer operates in an open-
pit mine (Fig. 1). These machines are successfully used for work related to the mining of small 
deposits of lignite in many of open pits (Aykul, 2009; Kasztelewicz et al., 2008). Having been 
used for thirty years, the dragline required overhaul and modernisation. Thus, it was decided to 
update it by replacing its drives, control system, machinery shells and other subassemblies.

As the replacement of the dragline subassemblies may result in the relocation of the centre 
of mass, which depends on the mass and arrangement of the replaced subassemblies, it proved 
essential while implementing the project to determine analytically the excavator centre of mass 
prior to and following the modernisation. Obviously, it was assumed that the computation would 
be verifi ed empirically in the future. Since there was no original technical documentation acces-
sible, determining the centre of mass involved conducting a stocktaking process of the whole 
dragline excavation system and the subassemblies to be replaced or removed in particular.

Fig. 1. The view of Esz-6.3/45 excavator no 2 at its workstation
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The stocktaking and measurements of the selected subassemblies mass enabled the authors 
to determine the dragline centre of mass and critical values of inclination angles ensuring the 
excavator required stability.

2. Stocktaking of Esz 6/45 Dragline Excavator

The stocktaking process Esz 6/45 dragline excavator underwent consisted of identifying 
particular subassemblies and measuring their basic dimensions and mass. The data obtained 
allowed the authors to create a spatial model of the excavator (Fig. 2) and two-dimensional 
fi gures depicting the required sectional views or sections in modelling software Autodesk Inven-
tor. Subsequently, on the basis of the identifi cation data and models, mechanical improvements 
concerning the operator’s cab, dragline drive, walking system drive, rotation drive, lubrication 
system, electrical connection and pneumatic system were suggested (Krauze, Kotwica et al., 
2008, 2009). The models were also used to verify the excavator stability prior to modernisation. 
Whereas the suggested improvements were taken into consideration while determining the centre 
of mass of the construction.

Fig. 2. A spatial model of Esz 6/45 excavator equipped with new subassemblies of drive, control, 
supply, lubrication and pneumatic systems and the operator’s cab

3. Determining Esz 6/45 Excavator Centre of Mass

The location of the excavator Esz centre of mass was determined analytically on the basis of 
the created spatial model and masses assigned to particular components. In the auxiliary diagram 
in fi gure 3, the origin of the coordinate system, which is assumed to be located in point POB, and 
the orientation of axes x, y and z are marked. Point POB is the most remote location on the support 
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base in relation to the excavator axis of rotation. To compute the centre of mass coordinates, it 
is necessary to know the coordinates of the centres of resultant masses of the pipe boom Gw1 
and lattice boom Gw2, the bucket Gcz, machinery room Gk, as well as its equipment Gw. Owing 
to diffi culties in determining the centres of mass of elements and assemblies constituting the 
machinery room and its equipment, and additional components such as rigging, ladders, rope 
pulleys etc. dividing these elements and assemblies into subcomponents was suggested. The 
arrangement of the components used to compute the coordinates of the Esz excavator centre of 
mass is shown in fi gure 4, where the analysed subassemblies and their masses are numbered 
(Krauze, Kotwica et al., 2008).

Fig. 4. The arrangement of particular components used to calculate the centre of mass coordinates

Fig. 3. An auxiliary diagram used to determine the centre of mass coordinates
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Such an approach to the issue facilitates modelling and computing and allows to simulate 
changes of the centre of mass coordinates when there is a different confi guration of components or 
different components are applied. Modelling and computing were performed both in the Inventor 
package and Excel package for one of the excavator settings. Subsequently, only Excel package 
was used since modelling in Inventor was considerably more complex (particular components 
had to be arranged graphically in a three-dimensional fi gure) and the results in both applications 
were comparable. When computing it was assumed that there was a yield loaded bucket attached 
to the boom, the excavator rested upon the support basis and walking system skids were lifted. 
The computation results are stated in table 1.

TABLE 1

The mass parameters and centre of mass coordinates for the excavator with the bucket 
and walking system skids lifted

Excavator mass M 324,578.775 kg
Sum of momenta ΣMxi 134,204.0125 kg·m

ΣMyi -25,324.151 kg·m
ΣMzi 1,090,885.136 kg·m

Centre of mass coordinates
in Inventor in Excel

Xw 395.25 mm 413.47 mm
Yw -78.03 mm -78.02 mm
Zw 3,359.4 mm 3,360.9 mm

In the case of coordinate values on axes Y and Z, the difference between results obtained 
in the Inventor package and those received in Excel was almost zero. However, in the case of 
the coordinate on X-axis, a difference of approximately 4% was noticed. Nevertheless, it was 
still small enough to be negligible. Calculations were also performed for the excavator in the 
abovementioned setting, but without a bucket fi xed on the boom, and for the excavator with its 
boom not fi tted with a bucket and the walking system skids dropped (the excavator mass was 
decreased by the mass of skids). Results for that case are presented in table 2.

On the basis of the simulations conducted, it can be concluded that coordinate Xw does not 
move beyond the excavator point of rotation POB even in the case of the least favourable con-
fi guration, which means the situation when the boom is burdened with a bucket full of mining 
product. However, such a situation hardly ever occurs during the excavator operation. Although 
values of coordinate Xw approach the excavator centre of rotation coordinate in the case of the 
other two excavator settings, there is a reserve of almost 900 mm even at the least favourable 
setting. Thus, the value of coordinate Xw oscillates between the origin of the coordinate system 
and the value of the excavator centre of rotation coordinate. Coordinate Yw value exhibits a slight 
deviation in the direction opposite to the operator’s cab. Nevertheless, its value does not exceed 
100 min. Whereas coordinate Zw value oscillates between 3750 and 4000 mm. All these values 
ensure the excavator steady work.
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TABLE 2

The mass parameters and centre of mass coordinates for the excavator without a bucket

Lifted walking system skids
Excavator mass M 306,760.285 kg

Sum of momenta ΣMxi 872,374.839 kg·m
ΣMyi -25,321.167 kg·m
ΣMzi 1,149,014.022 kg·m

Centre of mass coordinates
in Inventor in Excel

Xw 2,843.83 mm
Yw -82.54 mm
Zw 3,745.64 mm

Dropped walking system skids
Excavator mass M 279,161.126 kg

Sum of momenta ΣMxi 70,914,494 kg·m
ΣMyi -25,287.053 kg·m
ΣMzi 1,097,054.568 kg·m

Centre of mass coordinates
in Inventor in Excel

Xw 2,540.27 mm
Yw -90.58 mm
Zw 3,929.82 mm

The abovementioned results concerning the dragline excavator centre of mass received by 
means of analytical computation are obviously relevant for the machine prior to its modernisation, 
whereas simulation results presented below refer to the excavator following the modernisation. 
The modernised excavator was fi rst fi tted with a boom without a bucket and the walking system 
skids were lifted. Subsequently, there was no bucket weighing the excavator boom and the walk-
ing system skids were dropped. Results for these cases are presented in table 3.

It can be stated on the basis of the simulations performed that the value of coordinate Xw 
oscillates between 2025 and 2410 mm. The value of coordinate Yw exhibits a slight deviation in 
the direction opposite to the operator’s cab. However, its value does not exceed 100 mm. In turn, 
the value of coordinate Zw oscillates between 3800 and 4000 mm. All these values ensure the 
excavator operates steadily. Nevertheless, the comparison of the results received in simulations 
with the ones obtained while measuring the same settings of the excavator but when it was fi tted 
with the present equipment reveals that the values of centre of mass coordinate Xw decreased by 
450 or even 500 mm, which should have been expected applying components of smaller mass. 
On the other hand, no signifi cant changes in the values of coordinates Yw and Zw were noticed. 
To ensure working conditions are comparable to the current ones, it may be required to put an 
adequate counterweight in the place of the removed main Leonardo system. The counterweight 
mass may be specifi ed only when the computation results concerning the centre of mass coor-
dinates have been verifi ed.
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TABLE 3

The mass parameters and centre of mass coordinates of the modernised excavator

Excavator equipped with new supply and control systems without 
a bucket suspended from its boom

Excavator mass M 288,173,674 kg
Sum of momenta ΣMxi 693,477.56 kg·m

ΣMyi -24,418,219 kg·m
ΣMzi 1,094,355.259 kg·m

Centre of gravity coordinates
in Inventor in Excel

Xw 2,406.45 mm
Yw -84.73 mm
Zw 3,797.55 mm

Excavator equipped with new supply and control systems without a bucket suspended from its 
boom and with its walking system skids dropped

Excavator mass M 260,574.515 kg
Sum of momenta ΣMxi 530,247.66 kg·m

ΣMyi -24,383.597 kg·m
ΣMzi 1,042,395.82 kkg·m

Centre of gravity coordinates
in Inventor in Excel

Xw 2,034.92 mm
Yw -93.57 mm
Zw 4,000.37 mm

For preliminary computations, it was suggested that the counterweight should be made by 
concreting over free space under the platform in the existing Leonard system and on the platform 
there should be placed a 20 mm thick steel plate, which would constitute a base for new supply 
and control apparatus.

Both in Inventor package and Excel one, modelling and computation were conducted for 
the setting where there is no bucket on the excavator boom. For such data the following results 
were obtained:

Excavator mass M = 299,679.717 kg, 
Sum of momenta:  against X-axis ΣM ·xi = 856,914.3942 kg·m, 
 against Y-axis ΣM ·yi = –23,667.02 kg·m, 
 against Z-axis ΣM ·zi = 1,098,282.025 kg·m.
Centre of gravity coordinate: 
 X-axis in Inventor Xw = 2,795.91 mm, in Excel Xw = 2,859.43 mm,
 Y-axis in Inventor Yw = –87.73 mm, in Excel Yw = –78.97 mm,
 Z-axis in Inventor Zw = 3,731.764 mm, in Excel Zw = 3,664.85 mm.
Further results of simulations performed for the excavator set in the way described above 

with the exception of the walking system skids, which were dropped, are presented below. 
Simulations were conducted exclusively in Excel package, since their performance in Inventor 
package would have required developing another model of the excavator.
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Excavator mass M = 272,080.558 kg, 
Sum of momenta:  against X-axis ΣM ·xi = 693,684.50 kg·m, 
 against Y-axis ΣM ·yi = –23,632.39 kg·m, 
 against Z-axis ΣM · i = 1,046,322.57 kg·m.
Centre of gravity coordinate:  
 X-axis in Excel Xw = 2,549.55 mm,
 Y-axis in Excel Yw = –86.85 mm,
 Z-axis in Excel Zw = 3,845.63 mm
On the basis of the simulations, it can be stated that the mass of the excavator fi tted with 

new subassemblies and a counterweight is smaller than that of the current machine solution by 
approximately 6,500 kg. However, the mass reduction does not result in relocating the centre 
of mass in any considerable way in either setting, with skids lifted or dropped. In both cases, X 
coordinate values, which are of particular importance for the steady operation of the machine, 
vary by approximately 10-15 mm, whereas variations in the values of Y and Z coordinates do 
not exceed 1.5÷2.5% and 2.0÷2.5% respectively.

The centre of mass calculations performed for the dragline excavator with various compo-
nents and different arrangements of the components reveal that mass measurement of dismantled 
and mounted subassemblies is necessary to verify calculations. To ensure the excavator will 
operate properly the real object centre of mass needs to be measured prior to and following 
modernisation. It is also advisable to investigate the area where the excavator may work analyti-
cally, considering changes in the excavator centre of mass and inclination angle of the ground 
on which the excavator support foot rests.

4. Determining allowable base inclination angles

It is imperative that the excavator keeps stability during mining and travelling to another 
workstation. Manuals for such excavators usually specify allowable base inclination angles – rela-
tive both to the longitudinal and transverse axle of the machine. However, parameters provided in 
manuals omit inclination value zero, which is understandable if one remembers that the situation 
when the excavator base inclination along one of the main machine axles equals zero actually 
never happens, especially that during work cycle the excavator rotates around its vertical axis, 
continuously altering the position of its longitudinal and transverse axles. Determining allowable 
values of the machine base inclination angles is crucial from the point of view of keeping stability 
as well as in terms of programming automatic systems which control the excavator position.

To keep the excavator stability during both walking and work phases, it is essential that the 
machine centre of mass is located within the outline of the foot view developed in the horizontal 
plane. In fi gure 5, there are two cases shown where the excavator operates in a horizontal excava-
tion and an excavation which is inclined longitudinally and transversely (G – the excavator centre 
of mass; Gcz – the centre of mass of a bucket fi lled with mining product). While walking, the bucket 
is empty and normally rests on the ground so that its mass can be ignored when modelling. While 
working, the location of the system centre of mass depends on the location of the centre of mass of 
the excavator itself and the bucket fi lled with mining product as well as on their mass relation. To 
simplify the analysis and eliminate the need for determining the position of the bucket fi lled with 
mining product at each stage mining product is moved, the least favourable case – when the bucket 
hangs vertically straight under the boom – was assumed.
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Provided that the location of the machine centre of mass in the coordinate system describing 
the excavator is known, it is also possible to fi nd a location of that centre in the case of a surface 
inclined longitudinally and transversely. This can be done by means of transforming via rotating 
the centre of mass coordinates from the system describing the excavator to one describing a hori-
zontal plane in which gravitational interaction is Z-axis-oriented. Transformation of coordinates 
in a spatial system is described by equation (1) (Stevens et al., 2003).

 �
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where:
 Xz, Yz, Zz  — the centre of mass coordinates in a coordinate system describing a horizontal 

plane (Z-axis orientation is opposite to gravitational force orientation),

Fig. 5. The location of the excavator centre of mass when: a) the excavator is placed in a horizontal excavation, 
b) the excavator is placed in an excavation inclined longitudinally and transversely
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 Xw, Yw, Zw — the centre of mass coordinates in a coordinate system describing the exca-
vator foot,

 R  — he system rotation matrix.

In this case, the rotation matrix is defi ned as follows (Craig, 1989):
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where according to fi gure 6:
 α  — the angle of rotation around Z-axis,
 β  — the angle of rotation around Y-axis,
 γ  — the angle of rotation around X-axis.

Whereas in a two-dimensional system (angle α equals 0), according to fi gure 6, rotation 
matrix can be written as follows:
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Fig. 6. The excavator model with spherical coordinate system axes and rotation angles marked
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To determine the resultant centre of mass for an excavator standing on an inclined ground, 
the centre of mass of the machine – considered as a rigid body – should be calculated separately 
from that of the bucket with mining product. If the bucket is attached to a bearing rope and hangs 
freely – as it was assumed developing the model – coordinates x and y of the centre of mass of 
the bucket with mining product are the same as those of the rope pulley, but rope pulley radius 
needs to be added to coordinate x. Knowing the centre of mass coordinates of the machine and 
bucket with mining product and their masses, it is possible to determine the resultant centre 
of mass. The excavator will remain stable as long as coordinates x and y of that point in the 
coordinate system describing the base are within the outline of the foot view developed in the 
horizontal plane. The origin of both coordinate systems was assumed to be on the front edge of 
the excavator foot (Fig. 5). Subsequently, applying PTC Mathcad 14 software, a procedure which 
allowed to determine angles of longitudinal and transverse inclination, β and γ respectively, for 
which the resultant centre of mass will be in the outline of the ellipse being the excavator foot 
view developed in the horizontal plane, was developed. The analysis of allowable angles was 
conducted for a walking excavator (the bucket mass was 0) and a working excavator, when the 
bucket with mining product was exactly under the rope pulley. In order to execute the procedure 
the following parameters were assumed using data from the machine spatial model:

Excavator mass  Mk = 299,679.717 kg
Excavator centre of mass coordinates
 Xk = 2,795.91 mm
 Yk = – 87.73 mm
 Zk = 3,737.764 mm
Mass of bucket with mining product Ml = 18,014.179 kg (or 0)
Rope pulley centre coordinates
 Xl = –41,746.571 mm
 Yl = 0 mm
 Zl = 21,236.169 mm
Rope pulley diameter d = 1,000 mm
Excavator foot diameter D = 7,700 mm

Calculation results are presented graphically in fi gure 7. The fi gure shows the area of al-
lowable angles of base inclination in relation to the centre of mass location against the foot for 
the following phases:

a) a walking phase during which the bucket rests on the thill and base friction is assumed 
to be infi nitely large (Fig. 7a),

b) a work phase during which the loaded bucket hangs under the rope pulley and friction 
is assumed to be infi nitely large (Fig. 7b),

c) a walking phase during which the bucket rests on the thill and the friction coordinate 
value is 0.1 (Fig. 7c),

d) a work phase during which the loaded bucket hangs under the rope pulley and the base 
friction coordinate is 0.1 (Fig. 7d).

While walking, the excavator can move around the ground which is variously inclined. It 
is crucial the longitudinal and transverse inclination should not exceed the allowable values. 
During the work phase, the excavator which is set on a given base can undergo circular motion 
around its own Z-axis with the angular rate of rotation α. It is important that inclination does 
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not exceed the value of –2.9 degrees at any phase of rotation. Thus, such a possibility ought to 
be eliminated by not allowing the excavator to work on the base whose maximum inclination in 
any direction reaches such a value.

Fig. 7. The results of a simulation for allowable, longitudinal and transverse excavator inclination angles
a – walking, the bucket is lying on the thill, and the friction against the base is assumed to be infi nitely large, 

b – operation, the loaded bucket is hanging under the rope pulley, the friction is assumed to be infi nitely large, 
c – walking, the bucket is lying on the thill, and the value of the friction coeffi cient is 0.1 (Fig. 6c); 

d – operation, the loaded bucket is hanging under the rope pulley, and the value of the friction 
coeffi cient is assumed to be 0.1
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Knowing the values (angles β, γ in fi gure 8) shown by the inclination measurement appa-
ratus installed in the excavator, maximum base inclination angle δmax and maximum inclination 
orientation defi ned with angle φ can be determined. Base plane π2 can be described in x, y, z 
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coordinate system using three points (4), which can subsequently serve as a basis for writing the 
plane equation (5, 6).

 �
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 z = A . x + B . y + C (5)

 z = tan γ . x – tanβ . y (6)

The same plane can be described in the ξ η z system, which is a rotation of the x y z system 
around the z-axis with the angular rate of rotation φ (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Defi nitions of angles describing the thill surface inclination π2 in relation to the coordinate system 
axes x y z (angles β, γ), and ξ η z (angles δ, ε)

Angles δ and ε can be described as follows:
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Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between inclination angles of plane π2 and the ξ-axis 
(angle δ) and η-axis (angle ε).
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As it can easily be noticed, the maximum angle value, thus the largest base inclination, can 
be greater than any angle shown by the inclination measurement apparatus. To fi nd the maximum 
value, derivatives of functions δ (β,γ,φ) and ε (β,γ,φ) should be compared to zero. Function δ 
reaches its maximum value for the following angle:
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while the second function takes value 0 (Fig. 8). For angle φ described in that way, values of 
functions δ (β,γ,φ) and ε (β,γ,φ) can be found. If neither of them is larger than the allowable 
value (2.9°), the excavator can begin to work on the given site. In the case of walking, the ex-
cavator should not move on the base whose inclination is over 5.7° considering the previously 
assumed data. 

Developing software for the excavator control system, an option for monitoring the excavator 
inclination could be introduced applying the abovementioned equation. The monitoring software 
would signal that the determined angles have been exceeded. 

5. Summary and Conclusions

The necessary modernisation of the walking dragline excavator and the range of essential 
enhancements it involved required not only a technical project development, but also analytical 
calculations enabling one to determine the centre of mass. The mass of particular subassemblies 
was determined on the basis of the data obtained during the excavator stocktaking and owing to 
the application of suitable software. The analytical model of the excavator thus created allowed 
the authors to determine the centre of mass for various operation stages and ranges of the critical 

Fig. 9. The dependency of angles δ and ε on angle φ presented for example angles β = 2° and γ = 3°
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inclination. Obviously, the abovementioned computations ought to be verifi ed on submitting the 
excavator to be overhauled. 
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